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Stellar populations in the dwarf galaxy NGC59
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NGC59 is a low-luminosity, early-type galaxy (ETG). It is a member of the Sculptor galaxy

group at a distance of 4.4Mpc. We study the stellar population properties using data from the

Robert Stobie Spectrograph (RSS) on SALT. A metallicity of [Z/H]∼ -1.1 to -1.6 was found

for this galaxy, which is very low compared to similar mass galaxies. A range of ages were

found in fitting the optical spectra with composite models. The spectra show emission lines from

current star formation, plus strong Balmer absorption lines indicative of intermediate age stars.

Fits to spectral line strengths also indicate the presence of older stars. NGC59 is an example of

downsizing occurring in galaxy evolution in the local Universe.
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1. Introduction

Massive elliptical galaxies are thought to be an end state ofgalaxy evolution, built up by
hierarchical mergers of lower mass systems. This lower massprogenitor population will not all
have merged by the present day. Here we investigate the stellar populations of a nearby, early-
type (dS0) galaxy NGC59, which may represent a relic left over from the early formation era. Its
velocity dispersion is onlyσ=37 km s−1, making it one of the lowest mass ETGs to be studied
for its composite stellar populations. Star formation is still taking place within NGC59. We fit
single age, single metallicity stellar population (SSP) and composite star formation history (SFH)
models to find out about the properties of the bulk of the stars. RSS, long-slit spectra in the blue
(PG3000 grating) and red (PG1300 grating) regions are combined to give wavelength coverage
from 3500−6100 Å.

2. Lick indices and analysis

Emission line contributions were removed and Lick indices were measured in three regions
across the galaxy, as described in [5]. These are shown plotted against grids of model predictions
in Figure 1. From chi-squared fitting to Lick indices, a luminosity weighted mean central age of∼5
Gyr was derived, with a mean [Fe/H]∼-1.4 (i.e.<1/25th solar metallicity). Low mean metallicities
were also found further from the centre of the galaxy. Ages are difficult to constrain at these low
metallicities, as illustrated by the sharp turn-up of the grids in Figure 1a at low values of Fe5335.

Figure 1b illustrates how indices behave for different abundance patterns. The Mgb index is
sensitive to magnesium whilst Fe5335 is sensitive to iron abundance. This figure shows that at
low metal line strengths, corresponding to low metallicities, the grids of model predictions merge,
making it difficult to distinguish anα-enhanced stellar population from one that has a scaled-solar
abundance pattern.

Fits of multiple SSPs indicated that there are both young andold stars in this galaxy. This can
be seen directly from the spectra in which hydrogen lines areseen in absorption up to at least the
9th line in the Balmer series, due to the efficient blue response of the SALT telescope [4].

3. The mass-metallicity relation

In Figure 2 we have compared the metallicity ([Fe/H]) in NGC59 with similar mass galaxies,
showing mean trends from a number of studies. Stellar velocity dispersion is used as a proxy for
stellar mass in this plot. Comparison data from [3] (hereafter K11, their figure 13) cover the most
relevant range ofσ , wherease most studies of ETGs cover highσ regions, but do not cover this
low σ region very well (e.g. [1], [2]). The metallicity in NGC59 isvery low. It is an outlier in
the distribution of observed metallicities for galaxies atthis velocity dispersion, even taking into
account the increased scatter of points at lowerσ . Only dwarf spheroidals at lowerσ from K11
show similarly low metallicities to NGC59 (see the four vertical green lines in Figure 2). More
examples of galaxies with low velocity dispersions are needed to see how the mass-metallicity
relation behaves for galaxies in this relatively unexplored region of parameter space.
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Figure 1: Lick indices plotted against SSP grids of models from the MILES stellar library. Black grid shows
[α/Fe]=0, grey grid shows [α/Fe]=+0.3. The left plot highlights the weak Fe line strengths, whilst the right
plot shows how difficult it is to determine element abundances at low Fe abundance. Details of these fits are
described in [5].

Figure 2: Plots of mass-metallicity relations in ETG samples, with stellar velocity dispersionσ as a proxy
for mass and [Fe/H] on the vertical axis. The extensive studyof [3] (K11 in green) includes dSphs (resolved
populations) and unresolved studies of ETGs with a wide range of stellar velocity dispersions, with their
mean trend shown here as a solid green line, plus the points from their figure 13. Mean trends from other
authors are also shown ([1] in black, [2] in red), with dottedregions indicating extrapolations of mean trends
fitted to higherσ galaxies. The plot shows results for NGC59 against these mean trends from several authors,
revealing NGC59 as an outlier with unexpectedly low stellarmetallicity ([5] in turquise).
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4. Conclusion

The low-luminosity ETG NGC59 in the Sculptor group was observed over a wide optical
spectral range with SALT. Fitting SSPs, we find evidence for extremely low metallicity in its centre,
plus young and old stellar population components from the presence of abosorption and emission
lines (see [5] for further details). Regions further out also show a wide range of ages and stars with
significantly lower metallicity than the gas. The evolutionof this galaxy merits further study and
modelling. It is an outlier in the mass-metallicity relation.
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